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LECTURER
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          Martínez Fitó, Xavier

DEGREE COMPETENCES TO WHICH THE SUBJECT CONTRIBUTES

Specific:
1. (ENG) Ha de ser capaç de realitzar programes de control numèric (CNC) per a torn.
2. Must be able to perform numerical control (CNC) programs for machining center.
3. (ENG) Ha de ser capaç de interpretar, corregir i optimizar programes de control numèric (CNC).

Transversal:
4. EFFICIENT ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATION - Level 2. Using strategies for preparing and giving oral presentations. Writing texts and documents whose content is coherent, well structured and free of spelling and grammatical errors.
5. SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING - Level 2: Completing set tasks based on the guidelines set by lecturers. Devoting the time needed to complete each task, including personal contributions and expanding on the recommended information sources.
6. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION - Level 2. Taking initiatives that give rise to opportunities and to new products and solutions, doing so with a vision of process implementation and market understanding, and involving others in projects that have to be carried out.
**TEACHING METHODOLOGY**

MD1 Master class or conference (EXP)
MD2 Problem solving and case study (RP)
MD4 Directed theoretical practical work (TD)
MD5 Project, activity, or reduced work (PR)
MD7 Project or broad work (PA)
MD8 Company visit and/or specialized workshops (VI)

The subject will be developed in theoretical and practical classes, complemented with tutorials, problem solving, debates, communications, etc. The theoretical classes will be carried out in an expository-participatory way and complemented by abundant exercises for the theoretical settlement, accompanied by programming manuals in English. The practical classes will be articulated by means of practical application problems carried out with the participation of the students in the classroom, and with sessions of workshops and laboratories where the realization of practical and very participatory activities has been programmed.

For each session, the student will be provided, with sufficient anticipation in the virtual classroom, the notes of the topic covered in the session, and a series of problems.
- Carrying out laboratory practices in small groups. Elaboration of reports.
- Solving and delivering problems proposed individually.
- Tutoring, study, personal work, and teamwork.
- Exams and assessment tests.

**LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBJECT**

OCAM01: Acquire and integrate knowledge about the manufacturing processes of a product
OCAM02: Develop the ability to select and design the most appropriate manufacturing process or processes in each case.
OCAM03: Learn and know the assisted manufacturing techniques (CAM).
OCAM04: Use and understand manufacturing and / or prototyping techniques.
OCAM05: Use and capture the flow and operation of CAD-CAM tools aimed at the manufacture of complex parts such as moulds and dies.

**STUDY LOAD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self study</td>
<td>45,0</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours small group</td>
<td>30,0</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total learning time: 75 h

**CONTENTS**

**Introduction to Manufacturing processes**

**Description:**

**Specific objectives:**
OCAM01, OCAM02

**Related activities:**
CRO1, CRO2, PRA

**Full-or-part-time:** 12h
Practical classes: 12h
**CNC**

**Description:**

**Specific objectives:**
OCAM03, OCAM04, OCAM05

**Related activities:**
PRA

**Full-or-part-time:** 14h
Practical classes: 4h
Self study: 10h

---

**Advanced CNC**

**Description:**

**Specific objectives:**
OCAM03, OCAM04, OCAM05

**Related activities:**
PRA

**Full-or-part-time:** 14h
Practical classes: 4h
Self study: 10h

---

**CAD-CAM**

**Description:**
Manufacturing systems. Flexible: features, elements, calculation control, selection.

**Specific objectives:**
OCAM03, OCAM04, OCAM05

**Related activities:**
PRA, PRO

**Full-or-part-time:** 20h
Practical classes: 10h
Self study: 10h
**Monographic works and presentations (TMP)**

**Description:**
Development and defense of a topic proposed by the teacher related to the subject. This is a non-contact task to be carried out as a team.

**Specific objectives:**
OCAM01, OCAM02

**Material:**
Notes, web and library

**Delivery:**
In the digital campus "ATENEA" and oral defense

**Full-or-part-time:** 23h
Practical classes: 8h
Self study: 15h

---

**CAD-CAM Practical work (PR)**

**Description:**
Given several pieces, it will be necessary to elaborate CNC program in each case.

**Specific objectives:**
OCAM03, OCAM04, OCAM05

**Material:**
Measurement and drawing tools

**Delivery:**
Paper

**Full-or-part-time:** 18h
Practical classes: 18h

---

**Individual Test (PI)**

**Description:**
Individual test of the subject where the student, individually, will have to demonstrate the knowledge acquired during the course.

**Specific objectives:**
OCAM01, OCAM02, OCAM03, OCAM04, OCAM05

**Material:**
Computer, paper

**Delivery:**
Test resolution

**Full-or-part-time:** 2h
Practical classes: 2h
Final Exam (PF)

Description:
Final test of the subject where the student, individually, will have to demonstrate the knowledge acquired during the course.

Specific objectives:
OCAM01, OCAM02, OCAM03, OCAM04, OCAM05

Material:
Computer, paper

Delivery:
Test resolution

Full-or-part-time: 2h
Practical classes: 2h

GRADING SYSTEM

Continuous evaluation of student work.
The study and autonomous work of the student is evaluated, both in-person and non-face-to-face, applied to all the formative activities.
The subject is passed by continuous assessment if an overall grade of >4.95 is obtained by taking the weighted average of:
- TMP: 25% of the note of the course.
- PR: 35% of the note of the course.
- PI: 40% of the note of the course.
Students who fail to pass the subject by continuous assessment will have to go to the final recovery test.

EXAMINATION RULES.
The practical work with a computer must be submitted using the ATENEA application in the condition they are in at the end of the session.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Basic:

Complementary: